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Abstract
Though metaheuristics have been frequently employed to improve the performance of data mining algorithms, the opposite is not
true. This paper discusses the process of employing a data mining algorithm to improve the performance of a metaheuristic
algorithm. The targeted algorithms to be hybridized are the Meta-heuristic for Randomized Priority Search (Meta-RaPS) and an
algorithm used to create an Inductive Decision Tree. This hybridization focuses on using a decision tree to perform on-line tuning
of the parameters in Meta-RaPS. The process makes use of the information collected during the iterative construction and
improvement phases Meta-RaPS performs. The data mining algorithm is used to find a favorable parameter using the knowledge
gained from previous Meta-RaPS iterations. This knowledge is then used in future Meta-RaPS iterations. The proposed concept
is applied to benchmark instances of the Vehicle Routing Problem.
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1. Introduction
Hybrid metaheuristics represent a class of algorithms that combine metaheuristics with each other or with other
applicable algorithms. The resulting algorithms aim at taking advantage of the strengths of the hybridized algorithms
while managing to keep the level of complexity down. For various real-life combinatorial optimization problems,
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hybrid metaheuristic algorithms were able to find better results. The formulization of the field of hybrid
metaheuristics started in the early 2000s [1]. In addition to combining metaheuristics with other metaheuristics,
hybrid metaheuristics include integration with operational research algorithms (e.g. exact mathematical
programming algorithms) and with machine learning and data mining techniques. Collaborations between
metaheuristic algorithms and data mining algorithms are usually done with the objective of improving the data
mining algorithms. In this paper, the objective is to demonstrate the integration of a metaheuristic algorithm called
Meta-RaPS with an Inductive Decision Tree (IDT), a classification data mining algorithm. The following sections
describe the main elements behind the proposed concept, which are Meta-RaPS, IDT algorithm, and the hybrid
Meta-RaPS. The last two sections discuss the combinatorial optimization problem solved by the proposed algorithm
and the computational experiments conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the hybrid Meta-RaPS.
2. Meta-RaPS
Meta-RaPS is a metaheuristic algorithm initially introduced as a modified form of the COMSOAL (Computer
Method of Sequencing Operations for Assembly Lines) heuristic [2]. Moraga et al. [3] formally defined Meta-RaPS
as “generic, high-level search procedures that introduce randomness to a construction heuristic as a device to avoid
getting trapped at a local optimal solution.” Meta-RaPS uses four parameters while solving a problem: priority
percentage (p%), restriction percentage (r%), improvement percentage (i%), and number of iterations (I). These
parameters are used during the construction and improvement phases.
The construction phase aims to incrementally build a single solution by identifying feasible components or
moves, which make it a non-population-based metaheuristic. During this phase, Meta-RaPS employs a greedy
heuristic to identify a set of feasible next moves. The set of feasible next moves are prioritized. The move with the
best priority is selected p% of the time. During the remaining times, (100 - p%), the next feasible move is selected
randomly from a restricted list and added to the solution being built. The restricted list contains a set of next moves
with priority values that are within the best r% of the best priority move. The construction process is repeated until a
solution is complete. Following the construction phase, the execution of the improvement phase is evaluated. The
constructed solution may be improved if its value is within i% of the best constructed solution found so far. This is
done to avoid wasting improvement time on bad solutions. The improvement phase typically involves using a local
search heuristic. Both construction and improvement phases are repeated until the termination criteria are met,
which in this case is reaching the maximum number of iterations “I”. No knowledge is transferred from one iteration
to the next making Meta-RaPS a multi-start metaheuristic. The best solution produced from all iterations is reported
as the output of Meta-RaPS.
Since its introduction, Meta-RaPS has been successfully used to solve several combinatorial problems including
the Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem [4], the Vehicle Routing Problem [5], the Traveling Salesman
Problem [6], the 0-1 Multidimensional Knapsack Problem [7], the Unrelated Parallel Machine Scheduling Problem
with Setup Times [8], the Early/Tardy Single Machine Scheduling Problem [9], the Spatial Scheduling Problem with
Release Times [10], and the Aerial Refueling Scheduling Problem with Due Data to Deadline Windows and Release
Time [11].
3. Inductive Decision Tree (IDT)
Meta-RaPS is hybridized with a supervised data mining algorithm, which performs classification. Classification
is a learning function that maps or classifies discrete input data into one of several predefined classes [12].
Examples of classification algorithms include Inductive Decision Trees (IDTs), neural networks, and support vector
machines. The IDT generates classification rules without priori knowledge. This is achieved after completing a
training phase, during which Training Examples (TE) are used as input. TE for supervised data mining algorithms
consist of labeled data, which can be viewed as paired data: a vector of system attributes and the desired label. A
desired label can be described as the desired outcome of learning or a class [13].
Hybridizing Meta-RaPS with an IDT involves making use of decision tree construction algorithms. The
algorithm used here is the ID3 algorithm introduced by Quinlan [14]. ID3 constructs an IDT recursively by dividing
the labeled TE based on the values of an attribute with the most information gain. The algorithm uses the concept of
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information entropy, which measures the ambiguity found when using an attribute to classify instances [15]. Thus,
the best attribute is an attribute with the least entropy, which results in the most information gain. The attribute is
selected to be the root node of the tree.
4. Hybrid Meta-RaPS
The goal of this effort is to identify an approach to combine the IDT data mining algorithm with Meta-RaPS.
Talbi [16] introduced a framework to organize the various hybridization approaches between metaheuristics and
data mining algorithms. This framework describes the time (online vs. offline), the objective (efficiency vs.
effectiveness), and the objective behind the hybridization (e.g. solution encoding, initialization, parameter tuning,
etc.). A survey mapping the aforementioned data mining hybridization categories to existing publications can be
found in [17]. In this survey, the majority of the metaheuristics hybridized with data mining algorithms are
population-based metaheuristics. This is an expected pattern as diverse population-based metaheuristics can take
advantage of the knowledge-based guidance data mining algorithms provides. Very few non-population-based
metaheuristics were surveyed; however none of the listed algorithms involved Meta-RaPS. Additionally, data
mining algorithms were utilized to improve the parameter tuning in Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
metaheuristic [18]. Regression models were used to mine the data generated by particles during typical PSO
iterations and influence the parameter values of future PSO iterations.
In this paper, the proposed concept utilizes IDT to perform online Meta-RaPS parameters tuning based on the
latest Meta-RaPS performance. The hybrid Meta-RaPS (Figure 1) operates in the same fashion as the original MetaRaPS by using no prior knowledge and performing as a multi-start metaheuristic.
Future Meta-RaPS iterations utilize same value for most critical parameter

Original
Meta-RaPS
Generates solutions

TE: attributes about MetaRaPS Solutions

IDT
Identifies most critical
Meta-RaPS parameter
and its value

Figure 1 Hybrid Meta-RaPS Framework

After each iteration, a set of attributes about the solutions produced by Meta-RaPS is gathered. The attributes
selected are: p% value, r% value, i% value, and the category (or label) of the solution. Unlike the original MetaRaPS, the values of p%, r%, and i% are randomly selected within predefined high-level and a low-level ranges.
With this mechanism, the values of parameters are not known in advance. This variability represents an opportunity
to capture solution-specific information that is usually lost in the next Meta-RaPS iteration. The last attribute
captured represent a label given to the solution produced. A solution can be labeled as a “good” solution if its
performance is better than the previous group of solutions. The performance of the previous group of solutions is
accounted for using a moving average of a predefined window size (avg%). A solution with an output that is worse
than the previous solutions is labeled “bad”. After executing TE% iterations, ID3 is executed to build an IDT using
the training examples collected so far.
The root node of the tree produced by ID3 can either be p%, r%, or i% while the leaf nodes present a solution
label: “good” or “bad.” Though the tree structure will show all the parameters and link them to the leaf nodes (both
“good” and “bad”), the relationship of interest is between the root node and a leaf node labeled “good.” This
relationship represents the parameter (root node) that is strongly associated with the “good” leaf node (Figure 2).
The knowledge represented by this relationship is passed to future Meta-RaPS iteration by fixing the value of the
root node parameter. During the next TE% Meta-RaPS iterations, additional solutions are produced by Meta-RaPS.
These new solutions are added to the training set. At the end of the TE% iterations, the IDT tree is built again and a
possible new root node is identified and a different possible new root node parameter is passed to the next MetaRaPS iterations.
Though knowledge is passed after a tree is built, this knowledge may be ineffective in producing better solutions.
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To avoid continuing to use inapplicable knowledge, a kick-out mechanism is incorporated to the algorithm. After
fixing the value of the root node parameter identified by the tree for avg% iterations, the performance of Meta-RaPS
solutions is evaluated. If a solution is improving relative to the performance of the moving average of the last avg%
solutions, then continue to use the knowledge. Else, stop using the knowledge and revert back to randomly selecting
values for Meta-RaPS’ parameters.
i%
Low-level

High-level
“Bad”

p%
Low-level
“Good”

i%
High-level

Low-level
“Bad”

“Good”

Figure 2 Proposed IDT using Meta-RaPS parameters as attributes

5. The Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP)
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed concept, the hybrid Meta-RaPS is used to solve the CVRP. This
problem describes the layout of a system with a central depot and various destinations or customers. The problem
was initially introduced by Dantzig and Ramser [19] as the Truck Dispatching Problem. The problem consists of a
central depot, where products are stored, and a fleet of trucks to deliver the products to geographically dispersed
customers. The goal is to find optimized routes that minimize the total distance traveled while satisfying the vehicle
capacity constraints and serving all customers. The input for the CVRP consists of the coordinates of each customer
to be served. The coordinates are used to calculate the distances between the depot and each customer. Therefore,
the default number of routes in a CVRP is equal to the number of customers in the problem. Each route can be
described as [0, i, 0], where the depot is usually located at vertex 0 and i represents customer i. The symmetrical
CVRP is used to illustrate the proposed concept. The VRP is a combinatorial problem as it is considered a special
version of the TSP if the traveling salesman is constrained by returning to the central depot after visiting each city.
Similar to the TSP, the VRP is an NP-hard problem [20]. To solve the CVRP, the underlying heuristics to be used in
Meta-RaPS are detailed in the following sub-sections:
5.1. Construction Phase
The construction phase uses a greedy heuristic to incrementally build a solution. The heuristic selected is the
Clarke and Wright (C&W) savings algorithm [21]. This algorithm solves the CVRP by merging routes in an effort
to maximize the savings by reducing the total distance traveled. The concept of savings is achieved in the following
equation:
S ij

d 0i d 0 j  d ij t 0

arc(i, j )

(1)

The distance between two destinations is referred to as d. Thus, the distance between customer i and the depot is
d0i, the distance between customers i and j is dij. Sij represents the distance saved by directly connecting customers i
and j. To use the C&W algorithm to solve a CVRP instance, the distances between each customer must be
calculated. The distances can be saved in a distance matrix. The distances are then used to create a savings matrix,
where equation (1) is used to calculate the savings if an arc were to connect two customers directly. The savings
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matrix is then sorted in a descending order, where the arc with the most savings is first. The outcome of sorting will
be referred to as the sorted savings list.
Every arc in the sorted savings list represents a possibility to merge two CVRP routes by connecting two
customers together. However, to merge two routes using an arc from the sorted savings list, the arc is examined
against three C&W conditions. The first condition checks if the customers in the arc belong to two separate existing
routes. The second condition verifies that the truck capacity is not exceeded if two routes are merged using the arc
under consideration. The last condition checks if both customers in the arc are either first or last in their existing
routes. After evaluating every arc in the sorted savings list, several of the initial routes are expected to be merged.
When using the C&W heuristic in the construction phase of Meta-RaPS, the initial steps (forming the distance
matrix, forming the savings matrix, and creating the sorted savings list) are performed. The sorted savings list
represents priorities. The construction phase will loop over every arc in the sorted savings list. If a random value d
p%, then use the arc with the highest priority, which is the first arc in the list. Else, create a restricted list using the
r% and randomly select an arc. The selected arc is then evaluated against C&W conditions. If the arc passes all three
conditions, then two routes are merged. This process is repeated until all the arcs have been evaluated. The total
distance of the final routes is then calculated.
5.2. Improvement Phase
If the total calculated distance of the constructed solution is within i% of the best constructed solution found so
far, then apply a local search heuristic. The local search heuristic chosen here is pair-wise exchange [22]. The
heuristic takes every route in the constructed solution, exchanges each adjacent pairs of nodes, and recalculates the
distance. If the calculated distance is shorter, then improvement is attained and the improved solution is reported.
6. Computational Study
The study consists of using both the original Meta-RaPS and the proposed hybrid Meta-RaPS to solve the 14
Christofides, Mingozzi, and Toth [23] (CMT) CVRP input instances. The input problems vary in size from 50 to
199 customers. Half of the input instances have truck capacity as the only constrain while the other half represents
the same problems, but with total route time as an additional constraint. Solving the problems using the original
Meta-RaPS establishes pre-hybridization baseline. To tune the parameters used in the original Meta-RaPS, a twolevel factorial design was followed. Table 1 shows the two-levels selected for each Meta-RaPS parameter.
Table 1 Two-level Factorial Design Values for Meta-RaPS Parameters

Levels

Original Meta-RaPS Parameters

Hybrid Meta-RaPS Parameters

p%

r%

i%

I

TE%

Avg%

Low

40

10

20

500

5

4

High

80

70

60

1000

10

8
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To identify the appropriate design factor levels, five randomly selected problems were run for 20 times with
every combination of design factors. The combination of parameters that led to best solution quality (least deviation
from optimal value) is 80% for p%, 10% for r%, 60% for i%, and 1000 iterations for I.
These selected values are also used in the hybrid Meta-RaPS to identify high and low levels for the parameters.
For example, a high-level p% value is a randomly generated value that is greater than 80. The inverse is true for a
low-level p% value. Additionally, hybrid Meta-RaPS introduces two new parameters (TE% an Avg%). The same
two-level factorial design process was followed to identify their values. This led to selecting 5 for TE% and 8 for
Avg%.
All input instances were run 20 times. The average deviation from the known optimal values associated with each
input problem is reported in Table 2. The last column represents the difference or relative performance, equation 2,
that hybrid Meta-RaPS reached compared to the original Meta-RaPS. This shows that the hybrid Meta-RaPS
outperformed the original Meta-RaPS in all but 4 instances. The improvement ranges from 1.8 to 96.95%.
Diff %

HybridOriginal
Hybrid

(2)

100

Table 2 Results of Original and Hybrid Meta-RaPS
Input Problem
vrpnc1
vrpnc2
vrpnc3
vrpnc4
vrpnc5
vrpnc6
vrpnc7
vrpnc8
vrpnc9
vrpnc10
vrpnc11
vrpnc12
vrpnc13
vrpnc14

Original Meta-RaPS
5.580746
4.127416
3.371006
4.082892
5.847576
3.135661
4.971092
7.598772
7.247888
8.547171
1.18162
0.921488
1.329579
0.255836

Hybrid Meta-RaPS
3.714091
3.462221
4.11224
4.286668
5.741699
4.591166
4.28175
7.309541
6.536675
7.178763
0.599948
0.503471
1.46228
0.216922

Diff%
50.26
19.21
-21.99
-4.99
1.844
-46.42
16.10
3.957
10.88
19.06
96.95
83.03
-9.98
17.94

7. Conclusion
The main objectives of this effort are to continue advancing the performance of Meta-RaPS and to demonstrate a
data mining hybridization approach. The process of parameter tuning has a big impact on the performance of
metaheuristic algorithms. The proposed concept helps in identifying values by making use of the latest attained
attributes of the solutions produced by Meta-RaPS. The hybridization approach is a simple, problem-independent
way to integrate data mining with metaheuristics. This approach can also be viewed as metaheuristic-independent.
Currently, Meta-RaPS’ parameters represent the attributes used to build the IDT. The same approach can be
employed with a different metaheuristic algorithm, where the associated parameters are used to build the IDT.
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